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STORY IDEAS
Sex In Politics always has tie-in’s with the news, as
politics is always in the news - and sex is, well, just
plain always.

TODAY’S TIE-IN’s
Donald: Epitomizes male/Republican role of
acquiring resources and protecting the nest against
intruders.
Sex In Politics, Dr. Lurie’s
latest book, explains how
sex influences politics. It
covers why sex, how sex,
and
where
sex
is
embedded in the America
political system.
The biological, genetically
programmed reproductive
role of women in the nest
is manifest in politics as
support for those who
cannot
care
for
themselves. They are
comfortable spending for
them, as for their children.
Biologically, they keep the
nest comfortable for the
children, make sure all of
them survive, and prepare
them for the real world.
These mainly genetically
programmed functions are
manifest in politics in
environmental cleanliness,
equality despite inequality,
and education.
The biological survival
role of men is to acquire
resources outside the nest
for his offspring. It is
manifest in politics in a
focus on jobs and the
economy. Their survival
role of protecting the nest
is manifest in a focus on
military strength and crime
fighting.

Hillary: Stuck with a secondary role of women,
outside the nest. In addition, she is a victim of her
own success, in that so many women feel about as
equal with men as they care to be.
Guns: Women/Democrats want them gone.
Men/Republicans want them to protect the nest.
Republican Conundrum: End of the two party
system?
Presidential: The unidentified qualification.
Unions: Why they must be active politically.
Immigration: Males/Republicans protect the nest
against intruders, while women/Democrats want to
care for those in need.
EVERGREEN THEMES
Relationships: The unconscious power of spouse
over spouse.
Healthcare: The rationing has already begun.
Relationships: 4 steps to resolving relationships
with parents before they die
Relationships: How to tell hesitancy from
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Dr. Lurie is an honors
graduate of Harvard
Medical School, where he
won
the
Reznick
Research Prize for his
work at the Pasteur
Institute in Paris.
He has taught medical
students at Harvard and
Tufts and consulted to
industry and government.
He has served as an
expert witness to the legal
profession.
Dr. Lurie has practiced
psychiatry for over 30
years. His patients have
ranged
from
senior
executives
and
law
partners to the criminally
insane and psychotic
homeless.
He has been involved in
local politics for over 15
years, running for elective
office, serving on local
boards, and speaking at
legislative town meetings.
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